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About This Game

"FAST, HECTIC AND TACTICAL” THIS IS LASER STRIKERS!

Compete with your friends or against the IA in this vertiginous 2 vs 2 local cooperative game by scoring goals with the Striker
or guarding the goal with the Defender.

Welcome to a sport where what matters are reflex responses. Assume one of the roles, Defender or Striker, and team up with
your allies to carry out your great tactics.

The shared PowerUps system for each team allows each PowerUp collected by the Striker to be activated by the Defender at a
precise time. Communication is vital so do not Waste’Em.
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Local Cooperative Game (1-4 players)

Up to 4 players, compete with each other or against the IA

2 Different Player Roles: Defender and Striker, each with unique abilities

Compatible with Kinect for Windows in an exclusive mode of up to 4 players

PowerUps shared by the teams. Use them to boost your teammates!

Wide Variety of fields with increasing difficulty made to test your reflexes!

Full Controller Support for most Dual Shock controllers

The Defender:

The Defender is all power, its blockage skills are in charge of preventing the ball from reaching the goal area.
He is responsible for launching the Power Ups and with its unique ability, the Defender is able to catch and redirect the
ball with a super powerful shot.
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The Striker:

The Striker patrols the Playfields furiously, leaving a trail behind as it charges energy, allowing the Striker to create a
barrier and generate waves of force to push the ball against the opponent.
He is the one collecting the PowerUps for the team while trying to take down the Striker from the rival team.
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Title: LASER STRIKERS
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
Koth Studo
Publisher:
Koth Studio
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese
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laser & satellite guided strikers. laser strikers

Don't buy this! I couldn't see the words on the screen.. Definately the best part of the series. I still don´t like it.

I want to stay brief for this one, just need to pull off the review so that I did the entire series.

Finally they added a story to this one, but an unlogical one. To get some point behind the gameplay of the past two parts they
now FINALLY made a toturial and included so called "missions" to introduce the game, what the developers didn´t pay any
attention on in their last masterpiece... Anyways, as nice as it is, it does not seem to be thought of well enough. So for example
you first need to protect annother species´ eggs from "evil invaders" in order to destroy them afterwise by YOURSELF because
your creator "doesn´t like the way they evolved". Allright. I could apologize, if at least the language outcome was good. To name
some good aspect I need to say that they finally made your evolution controllabe and usefull, by collecting DNA-upgrates with
growing, which is achieved by eating... Ah, you should know this already from the other two games. The snapping delay is still
horrible, but I didn´t expect that to be any different. And, like in the "prequels", the design is still pretty epic, but not as stunning
as in the very first game. Unlike I though, the achievements aren´t too random, you need to read their information to know how
to get some of those. Unfortunately they are still pretty bad.

But enough of the good, now for the negative:

The soundtrack is just weird, some Didgeridoo-synthesiser-crapish-thing, it´s a pain to hear. Gameplaywise this is repetive, the
concept isn´t fun at all and unless you want to get 100% of the achievements there´s no reason to keep on playing "Sparkle 3
Genesis". Entire "Sparkle series" just lags of content.

In conclusion: MIGHT be worth it in a sale if you want to try something interesting. But for 4,99$ purchase is risky. Sparkle 3
isn´t the worst game I ever played but also not the best. Judge on your own if you need to, but if you don´t then stay away from
this, NOT having played the game once isn´t any worse than HAVING played Sparkle 3.

With that said I wish you some nice time playing better games.. Seems to be some kind of resolution issue. Game gets stuck on a
black screen with music at launch rendering it unplayable.. The hand painted artwork used in the backgrounds and cutscenes was
beautiful and a nice change from other RPGs.

Gameplay was okay. Pretty typical turn-based JRPG. Liked that there weren't the traditional MP/Mana points to deal with.
Some battles (especially the more difficult ones) definitely require some amount of strategy. You will encounter some boss
battles that may take a couple tries.

Pacing for character ability growth was pretty okay except for when you got a new party member. It would take a lot of grinding
to try and bring them up to speed with the rest of the party/enemy difficulty.

Story was interesting. Provided some mystery throughout the game. That being said, I left the game feeling a little confused
about a couple of things. Possible that I just missed some key points in the game's lore during some of the exposition. Found
myself un-engaged from the story at times, though again that may have just been because I missed some of the story nuance.

If you want a 15-20 hour JRPG with beautiful artwork and pretty typical gameplay, then this would be a good option.. I liked
the art and minimalistic approach, but gameplay is not for the people whose not so called "speedrunners" (which i am not
anymore). I think will pass this one..Really want to like it though.. Tough game, but great concept.
Some UI needs refining, and I had a problem with the camera, but this is totally acceptable for early access.
Great value.. Fun game, a great time killer and with the possible addition of custom maps or integrated leaderboard, I think the
game will be well worth it's price. Also having trading cards/Badges for the game is a good feature. I recommend to any people
who enjoy Bhop/Surfing in CS!
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Aside from some pacing issues, the story is very engaging and immersive(also romance is A plus). The saga setting is very
believable and attractive too. Recommended.. 10/10 Amazing graphics and gameplay, feels like im actually playing football..
Terraform is a brilliant game that is loads of fun and challenging at the same time but not so challenging that you get bored i
would recommend it to anyone especially stressed people that want fun and to no longer be stressed. -Bought the main game and
loved it so much.
-Decided to support the devs even more by buying the dlc
-Holy shiitake, that dlc is actually worth it?!
-Now I am wolverine. Like Lunar Lander, except there was a need to plaster it in \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing neon. It's
harder, though, and what classic game offshoot would it be if it weren't hard?
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